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Description
Blue Alert box after saving a tiki page stays on top of "Wiki top line location" when it`s on the top position ,
making it diﬃcult to close the alert. Its because the alert div is rendered after the top line, and they stack.
(lack of a clear property?)
I use this custom JS to make it work: $('#col1 > .pull-right').insertAfter('#col1 > .alert.alert-info.alertdismissable');
Tested in a trunk show instance, and everything seems right. Maybe it has been ﬁxed in the trunk? Can we
make it to te 15.x?
Show instance: http://fvtorres-11800-5973.show.tikiwiki.org
User: admin
Pass: 12345
Thanks

Solution
In svn commit 58782 I removed the right-ﬂoated div that was causing the overlap with alert messages.
"Simpliﬁed layout template by removing div.pull-right from around block.quicknav to prevent overlaps
caused by uncontained/clearﬁxed ﬂoated wiki topline icons, etc. Sites or themes that need the previous
behavior (ﬂoat the icons and deal with overlaps) can add a "ﬂoat:right" to div.wikiactions_wrapper."
Importance
5
Easy to solve?
7
Priority
35
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 04 Jun 16 07:28 GMT-0000
Just for background info, this happens when the h1.pagetitle isn't being used. If the h1
is used, it goes full-width and prevents the overlap. (But in that case there can be
another problem if the h1 has a background color or image - then the background is
overlapped by the wiki top line; the icons are functional but it looks bad.)
There used to be a clearﬁx class div around the topline, but somebody removed it so
the h1 and other content would rise up to be in line with the wiki top line, to save
vertical space. It does make the pagetop more compact, but introduced some overlap
problems.

Fernando Torres 04 Jun 16 08:48 GMT-0000
Hy Gary, thanks for the help!
I have one suggestion that would solve the problem, and continue to

be compact for who uses de h1.Would be to alter the order things
are rendered.
At the present moment we render in this order:
<Top line menu ﬂoated right>
<Blue Alert BOX >
<Wiki content with H1>
If we change to:
<Blue Alert BOX>
<Top line menu ﬂoated right>
<Wiki content with H1>
(this way the top line menu will continue to stay in the top wiki line,
but below the blue alert box.)
Not sure, but I think someone already made this on the trunk.
Thanks!

Gary Cunningham-Lee 04 Jun 16 09:44 GMT-0000
The layout_view.tpl ﬁle already has things in this order:
{error_report}
{block name=quicknav}{/block}
{block name=title}{/block}
{block name=navigation}{/block}
{block name=content}{/block}

which resulted in the overlap. I hope the change I submitted solves the problem (at
the cost of a little increase in white space).
Trunk has diﬀerent code for a new "feedback" feature and the overlap doesn't
happen.

Fernando Torres 05 Jun 16 07:08 GMT-0000
Strange, because in the sourcecode of the page it shows the wrong
order. Take a look:

I used this custom JS to ﬁx it (It just change the order of things, to
what was expected, and it worked ﬁne):

$('#col1 > .pull-right').insertAfter('#col1 >
.alert.alert-info.alert-dismissable');

What could make the order be diﬀerent from the template?

Fernando Torres 06 Jun 16 20:24 GMT-0000
Just noticed, the blue alert box is not the {error_report}. It`s another
div, that apperas after the {block name=quicknav}{/block} (You
can see in the screenshot I posted before. That`s why it was not
working.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 07 Jun 16 01:05 GMT-0000
I'm not sure why this bug was opened again. In the show instance, there isn't any
overlapping. The overlapping resulted from the wiki topline icons being ﬂoated right
but not inside a containing clearﬁx div. That's ﬁxed now.

Fernando Torres 07 Jun 16 23:38 GMT-0000
Sorry Gary, reopened this bug because I thought there could be a
better way to ﬁx it, allowing to keep the ﬂoat right property, and
stacking with the title, saving up space. As I explained in the above
comments, even though the {error_report} comes ﬁrst in the
template, the blue dialog box is not comming from that entry. If you
see the screenshot I posted, there is the Error_Report div where it
should belong, and the blue dialog div is between the content and
topline menu, that way causing the bug. I`m using a JS to ﬁx it,
$('#col1 > .pull-right').insertAfter('#col1 >
.alert.alert-info.alert-dismissable');

, that was working ﬁne, because it changes the order of the
elements, vanishing with the bug.
I don`t have commit access yet, but as soon as I get it, I`ll try to ﬁx
this.
Thank you

Gary Cunningham-Lee 09 Jun 16 08:50

GMT-0000
I see. In my opinion, it's best for the ﬂoated element to
be contained in a clearﬁx div, just to avoid the
possibility of conﬂicts like with full-width pagetitle
backgrounds and so on. Also we never know what the
wiki content is going to be and what might conﬂict. But
it's ﬁne with me if there's another solution that can be
tested and found to be better in the various situations.
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